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Abstract: We review our recent work on ab initio nonadiabatic molecular dynamics, based on linear-response time-
dependent density functional theory for the calculation of the nuclear forces, potential energy surfaces,
and nonadiabatic couplings. Furthermore, we describe how nuclear quantum dynamics beyond the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation can be performed using quantum trajectories. Finally, the coupling and control
of an external electromagnetic field with mixed quantum/classical trajectory surface hopping is discussed.
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1. Introduction

Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation the cou-pling between nuclear and electronic motion is neglected.This approximation is behind most ground state electronicstructure methods for molecules and led to the develop-ment of efficient mixed quantum/classical schemes for per-forming ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) [1]. WithinAIMD, the electrons are treated quantum mechanicallyand provide the potential for the classical dynamics ofthe nuclei. This gives rise to considerable computational
∗E-mail: ivano.tavernelli@epfl.ch

savings in comparison to the full quantum dynamics, es-pecially when only one electronic state is considered, andas a result has been used to study a wide variety ofmedium to large molecular systems. However, as soon asmore than one electronic state plays a role in the dynam-ics (for example for a photochemical reaction), the Born-Oppenheimer approximation will break down whenever thecoupling between electronic states due to nuclear motionbecomes important [2–4].
In this case, the resulting nonadiabatic nuclear dynam-ics can be accurately described using nuclear wavepacketpropagation methodologies like, for example, multiconfig-uration time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH) [5], but only forsystems with a small number of active degrees of freedom.In addition, this method requires electronic properties like
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potential energy surfaces (PESs) to be computed beforethe propagation and their calculations can therefore be-come challenging for large systems.On the other hand, the description of nonadiabatic eventsby means of trajectory-based approaches remains a chal-lenge and only a few schemes are available. Among them,the trajectory surface hopping (TSH) method describes thenuclear wavepacket as a swarm of independent classicaltrajectories, which can jump from one electronic state toanother whenever a region of strong nonadiabaticity isencountered along the dynamics [6, 7]. TSH is able tocorrectly describe some nuclear quantum effects, such asthe branching of the nuclear wavepackets among differentelectronic states. However, the independent trajectory ap-proximation, central to the TSH method, directly impliesthat other nuclear quantum effects like (de)coherence ornuclear quantum tunneling remain inaccessible.Quantum (or Bohmian) trajectories [8–10] constitute aninteresting and alternative way to account for an accu-rate quantum propagation of the nuclei. Emerging from atransformation of the time-dependent (electronic-nuclear)Schrödinger equation (see Ref. [11] and Section 2.1.1 be-low), the quantum trajectory method is in principle exactand has been used to address challenging quantum dy-namics problems in low dimensional model systems (seeRef. [12] for a complete description of quantum trajectorymethods). Different quantum trajectory based approachesto nonadiabatic phenomena have been proposed (most ofthem based on a diabatic representation of the electronicstates [13–16]) and we highlight in this article our method,in the adiabatic representation of the electronic states,called NonAdiabatic Bohmian DYnamics (NABDY) [17–19].Trajectory-based methods for nonadiabatic dynamics areindeed interesting as they are easily implemented withinan on-the-fly scheme (where the electronic energies andnuclear forces are only required at the one point in coordi-nate space of the trajectory, at each time step). CouplingTSH with an efficient electronic structure method likelinear-response time-dependent density functional theory(LR-TDDFT) [20–23] allows for the nonadiabatic dynam-ics of medium to large molecular systems. Alternatively,the use of a quantum trajectory based approach could con-

stitute a way to perform on-the-fly nonadiabatic quantumdynamics. In this paper, we review our recent work onthe development of efficient nonadiabatic methods coupledwith LR-TDDFT. For an extended review on this topic, theinterested reader is referred to the Ref. [24].
2. Theory
2.1. Nonadiabatic dynamics
2.1.1. NonAdiabatic Bohmian DYnamicsStarting from the time-dependent electron-nuclearSchrödinger equation for a molecular system (relativisticeffects are not considered),

ĤΨ(r,R , t) = i~ ∂∂tΨ(r,R , t), (1)
we can use the Born-Huang expansion [25],

Ψ(r,R , t) = ∞∑
I

ΦI (r; R)ΩI (R , t) (2)
to describe the total molecular wavefunction Ψ(r,R , t).
r gives the positions of all the electrons of the systemand R those of the nuclei. I denotes a specific electronicstate, ΩI (R , t) can be seen as a nuclear wavefunction, andΦI (r; R) is a solution of the time-independent electronicSchrödinger equation,

ĤelΦI (r; R) = Eel
I ΦI (r; R) . (3)

After inserting the Born-Huang representation (Eq. (2))into Eq. (1) and using the polar representation for a com-plex wavefunction
ΩJ (R , t) = AJ (R , t) exp [ i~SJ (R , t)

]
, (4)

we obtain equations of motion for the nuclear phases
SJ (R , t)/~ and amplitudes AJ (R , t) (γ labels the nuclei),

−∂SJ (R , t)∂t =∑
γ

12Mγ

(
∇γSJ (R , t))2 + Eel

J (R)−∑
γ

~22Mγ

∇2
γAJ (R , t)
AJ (R , t) +∑

γI

~22Mγ
DJI,γ (R)AI (R , t)AJ (R , t)< [eiφIJ (R ,t)]

−
∑
γ,I 6=J

~2
Mγ

dJI,γ (R)∇γAI (R , t)
AJ (R , t) < [eiφIJ (R ,t)]+ ∑

γ,I 6=J
~
Mγ

dJI,γ (R)AI (R , t)AJ (R , t)∇γSI (R , t)= [eiφIJ (R ,t)] (5)
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and
∂AJ (R , t)

∂t =−∑
γ

1
Mγ
∇γAJ (R , t)∇γSJ (R , t)−∑

γ

12Mγ
AJ (R , t)∇2

γSJ (R , t) +∑
γI

~2Mγ
DJI,γ (R)AI (R , t)= [eiφIJ (R ,t)]

−
∑
γ,I 6=J

~
Mγ

dJI,γ (R)∇γAI (R , t)= [eiφIJ (R ,t)]−∑
γ,I 6=J

1
Mγ

dJI,γ (R)AI (R , t)∇γSI (R , t)< [eiφIJ (R ,t)] , (6)

using the following definitions for φIJ (R , t),
φIJ (R , t) = 1

~
[SI (R , t)− SJ (R , t)] , (7)

HJI (R),
HJI (R) = ∫ Φ∗J (r; R)ĤelΦI (r; R)dr = δJIEel

J (R) , (8)
and the first and second order nonadiabatic couplings,respectively,

dJI,γ (R) = ∫ Φ∗J (r; R)∇γΦI (r; R)dr (9)
and

DJI,γ (R) = − ∫ Φ∗J (r; R)∇2
γΦI (r; R)dr . (10)

Within the Hamilton-Jacobi formulation of mechanics, therelation between momentum and phase of the nuclearwavepacket,
∇βSJ (R , t) = P J

β , (11)
gives rise to a Newton-like equation for the nuclear motion(when ∇β is applied on both sides of Eq. (5))
Mβ

d2Rβ (t)(dtJ )2 =
−∇β

[
E J
el(R(t)) +QJ (R(t), t) +∑

I

DJI (R(t), t)] , (12)
for which we have employed the definition of the timederivative in a Lagrangian frame:

d/dtJ = ∂/∂t +∑
γ
∇γSJ (R , t)/Mγ · ∇γ . (13)

At this point, no approximation has been made in thederivation of this set of working equations (Eqs. (5), (6),(12)).

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the NonAdiabatic Bohmian
DYnamics approach. Left (right): evolution of the nuclear
wavepacket in the electronic ground state (electronic ex-
cited state). The vertical axis represents time and the light
background indicates a region of strong nonadiabaticity
between the two states.

Important for this work, Eq. (12) shows that, in addition tothe "classical" potential E J
el(R(t)), the nuclei in trajectory

R(t) feel the effect of a quantum potential QJ (R(t), t) [12],which describes adiabatic nuclear quantum effects, and ofnonadiabatic quantum potentials ∑I DJI (R(t), t) that arerelated to nonadiabatic effects between electronic states.
From a numerical point of view, the dynamics starts froman initial nuclear wavepacket at time t = 0, which is "dis-cretized" into a distribution of grid points called "fluid ele-ments" (small volume elements of the configuration space,see Fig. 1). Each of these correlated fluid elements car-ries an amplitude, a phase, and a velocity. The integra-tion of the NABDY equations of motion implies the si-multaneous solution of the differential equations for thephases (Eq. (5)), the amplitudes (Eq. (6)), and the cou-pled Newton-like equations for the correlated fluid ele-ments (Eq. (12)). During the initial adiabatic propagationof the quantum trajectories, nonadiabatic couplings aremonitored. When their strength exceeds a given thresh-old, the nonadiabatic dynamics is initialized (Fig. 1). Inthis way, not only the trajectories on one electronic stateare correlated, but also those among different electronicstates. For numerical details, see Refs. [17–19].
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2.1.2. Trajectory surface hoppingTSH [6, 7] is one of the most widely used (trajectory-based) methods for simulating nonadiabatic processes be-yond the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. In practice,the initial nuclear wavepacket is portrayed by a swarmof independent classical trajectories, whose initial condi-tions (positions and momenta) are obtained, for example,from a thermal distribution in the ground electronic state(Fig. 2a). A set of time-dependent complex amplitudes,
{C α

. (t)} (one per electronic state I considered), is asso-ciated to each trajectory (labelled α). These amplitudesare the time-dependent coefficients of the molecular wave-function expansion 1

Ψα (r,R , t) = ∞∑
I

C α
I (t)ΦI (r; R) (14)

in a complete basis of adiabatic electronic states ΦI (r; R)(solutions of Eq. (3), with R depending implicitly on time).Inserting Eq. (14) in the time-dependent Schrödingerequation for the electrons, multiplying on the left byΦ∗J (r; R), and integrating over r leads to the following setof coupled equations for the amplitudes, associated withthe different electronic states,
i~Ċ α

J (t) =∑
I

C α
I (t)(HJI − i~Ṙα · dα

JI ) (15)
where HJI and dJI are described in the previous section.In the "Fewest-Switches" version of TSH [7], a classi-cal trajectory α evolves adiabatically in a given elec-tronic state according to Born-Oppenheimer dynamics un-til a hop between two adiabatic PESs (HII = Eel

I and
HJJ = Eel

J ) occurs (Fig. 2). The Fewest-Switches transi-tion probability for such hop (from state I to state J in thetime interval [t, t + dt]) is given by
gαIJ (t, t + dt) =
2 ∫ t+dt

t
dτ=[C α

J (τ)C α∗
I HJI (τ)]−<[C α

J (τ)C α∗
I (τ)Ξα

JI (τ)]
C α
I (τ)C α∗

I (τ) ,(16)
where Ξα

JI (τ) = Ṙα · dα
JI (τ), and a hop occurs if and only if

∑
K≤J−1g

α
IK < ζ <

∑
K≤J

gαIK , (17)
1 For an extended discussion on the TSH equations and
their link with NABDY, the reader is referred to Ref [19,
24].

where ζ is a random number between 0 and 1. The sta-tistical distribution of a large number of such indepen-dent classical trajectories is assumed to mimic the prob-ability density distribution of the corresponding nuclearwavepackets (Fig. 2b).All matrix elements in Eqs. (15) and (16) are computedusing a suitable ab initio electronic structure method. Inour implementation of TSH [26] we use density functionaltheory for the ground state and linear-response time-dependent density functional theory for the excited stateenergies Eel
J (R), nuclear forces F el

J , nonadiabatic cou-plings Ṙ · dJI , and nonadiabatic coupling vectors dJI (seeRefs. [26–30] for a detailed description of TSH implemen-tation in the plane-wave software package CPMD [31]).In the next section we discuss the calculation of matrixelements for one-body operators within LR-TDDFT.
2.2. Matrix elements of one-body operators
within linear response time-dependent density
functional theory
In this section we briefly summarize how to use LR-TDDFT to compute matrix elements of one-body operatorssuch as the nonadiabatic coupling vectors (NACVs). TheNACVs between two electronic states J and I for nucleus
γ (dJI,γ ) are defined in terms of many-electron wavefunc-tions Φ.

dJI,γ = 〈ΦJ |∇γ |ΦI〉 = 〈ΦJ |∇γĤel|ΦI〉
EI − EJ

, (18)
where ∇γ is the gradient with respect to the nucleus γ.It has been recently showed that matrix elements of ageneral one-body operator Ô can be obtained within LR-TDDFT using a set of auxiliary many-electron wavefunc-tions defined as (for a given excited electronic state I) [21]

|Ψ̃I〉 =∑
ia
cIia ĉ†a ĉi|Ψ̃0〉 . (19)

In Eq. (19), ia denotes a single excitation from the occu-pied Kohn-Sham (KS) orbital i to the virtual orbital a, ĉ†a(ĉi) is the corresponding creation (annihilation) operatorof KS orbitals, |Ψ̃0〉 is the ground state KS Slater deter-minant, and cIia = √
εa−εiΩI eIia are coefficients for excitedstate I that are entirely defined in terms of LR-TDDFTquantities: transition energy eigenvalues ΩI with corre-sponding eigenvectors eI , and KS orbital energy differ-ences (εa − εi) [28, 30, 32, 33].In LR-TDDFT, matrix elements of one-body operators in-volving the ground state (0) and a given excited electronic
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of TSH dynamics. a) The dynamics starts on the desired excited state from an initial distribution of trajectories
(red dots). Each trajectory is time-evolved independently on an adiabatic potential energy surface. b) Whenever a region of strong
nonadiabaticity is reached, the trajectory can hop following the probabilities given by Eq. (16).

state (I) are obtained in the following way
σ0I =∑

ia
cIia〈Ψ̃0|Ô|Ψ̃i→a〉 =∑

ia
cIia〈φi|Ô|ψa〉

=∑
ia

√
εa − εiΩI

eIia〈φi|Ô|ψa〉 , (20)
where Ψ̃i→a represents an excited KS Slater determinantobtained from the one-electron excitation i → a, and
{φi(r)}Ni=1 ({ψa(r)}∞a=1) are occupied (virtual) KS orbitals.For matrix elements of one-body operators involving twoexcited electronic states, σJI , the expression derived usingthe auxiliary many-electron wavefunctions correspondsexactly to the leading linear-response contribution ob-tained with the second-order coupled electronic oscillatorapproach of Ref. [34]. The expression becomes exact whenthe Tamm-Dancoff approximation (TDA) is used [35, 36].
3. Applications
In this section, we briefly present two applications basedon the previously described methods.
3.1. NonAdiabatic Bohmian DYnamics
(NABDY)
Here, we highlight our first application of NABDY to asimple nonadiabatic molecular process, the collision ofan H atom with a H2 molecule. For this application,DFT and LR-TDDFT within the approximation of theLDA exchange-correlation functional have been used tocompute PESs and nonadiabatic couplings on-the-fly, as

Figure 3. Collision of a H atom with a H2 molecule. PESs (dark
grey: ground state, light grey: first excited state) and
nonadiabatic couplings (black dotted line) are computed
with DFT/LR-TDDFT. The initial nuclear wavepacket on
the ground state is represented on the right. Inset depicts
the system under study.

implemented in the plane-wave code CPMD (see Sec-tion 2.2). We discuss here a specific case (see Fig. 3),where the H atom is propagated in an almost perpendicu-lar direction towards the H2 bond axis with the initial mo-mentum |P0| = 150 a.u.. For such momentum, a populationtransfer of 31.4% to the first excited state is observed, dueto a region of strong nonadiabaticity. Interested readersare invited to consult the references for more informationand for the current challenges related to the implementa-tion of NABDY [18, 19] and quantum trajectories methodsin general [12].
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Figure 4. TSH dynamics of LiF coupled with two different time-
dependent external fields: left: Π-pulse; right: local control
pulse. Upper panel: Potential-energy curves along the dy-
namics obtained by LR-TDDFT/TSH calculations. Dashed
gray line highlights the running state. Mid panel: Proba-
bilities (square of the complex amplitudes) of each state.
Lower panel: Applied external pulse.

3.2. Local control theory within trajectory sur-
face hopping

In Section 2.1.2, we discussed the standard equations oftrajectory surface hopping. A series of recent works havepresented methods to couple the TSH equations with anexternal time-dependent electromagnetic field [29, 37–40].Using these methodologies, it becomes possible to simu-late light absorption (photoexcitation) of a molecular sys-tem and its subsequent nonadiabatic relaxation. A furtherdevelopment is to consider how a time-dependent electricfield can be shaped such that it can control the popula-tion of a specific electronic excited state. In our recentwork [41, 42], we have investigated the use of local con-trol theory (LCT) [43] in the context of TSH/LR-TDDFT.Our implementation was tested on the diatomic moleculelithium fluoride (LiF). Using a strong and resonant Π-pulse, the dynamics based on TSH exhibits amplitudetransfer from the ground state to the second excited sin-glet state (S2) of LiF. However, this transfer is not stableand large oscillations in amplitude are observed through-out the dynamics (Fig. 4, left). On the other hand, TSH-based LCT produces a shaped pulse that efficiently pro-motes the molecule into S2 (Fig. 4, right) and shares someinteresting similarities with a pulse calculated using LCTin combination with quantum nuclear dynamics [44] (seeRef. [41] for more details).

4. Conclusions
We have reviewed some of our recent work on nonadia-batic dynamics. TSH constitutes an efficient method fordescribing nonadiabatic processes and, when coupled withLR-TDDFT, can simulate photophysical and photochemi-cal processes of medium to large size molecules. In ad-dition, the central equations of TSH leading to surfacehops are easily modified to include the coupling betweenthe amplitudes and an external electromagnetic field. Wehave also discussed how matrix elements of one-body op-erators can be obtained rigorously from LR-TDDFT. Fi-nally, we have presented a new method based on Bohmiandynamics, NABDY, that fully incorporates nuclear quan-tum effects in a trajectory-based nonadiabatic dynamicsand is currently under active development.
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